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Summary

1. It is widely accepted that the arrival order of migratory birds is correlated with

the condition of the birds, which leads to high quality individuals occupying prime

sites. However, the theoretical backgrounds for this argument have been lacking. A

simple game-theoretic model of arrival timing is provided which investigates the

evolutionary stability of condition-dependent arrival order in territorial migrant

birds.

2. Competition for territories or other priority-dependent bene®ts can lead to arri-

val dates far preceding the cost-minimizing date (the optimum date in the absence

of competition) for all but the weakest individuals. Increasing the number of com-

petitors can generate a `cascading' competition for early arrival, which advances

arrival dates further apart from the individual optimum dates for the onset of

breeding.

3. At equilibrium, arrival order corresponds strictly to condition order only if mar-

ginal costs of advancing arrival are always larger for individuals in lower condition.

If spring mortality vacates territories for later-arriving birds, the criterion for `hon-

est' arrival order becomes still stricter: di�erential survival costs should exist, but

survival di�erences among individuals (or, alternatively, territory quality di�er-

ences) should not be very large.

4. If the habitat is saturated so that there is a risk of not obtaining a territory at

all, or if worst territories are of much lower value than the rest, competition may

lead to the majority of the population arriving within a fairly short interval, fol-

lowed by a much later ¯oating fraction. This synchrony in the arrival of breeders

imposes an increasing cost for the lesser ®t breeding birds. Thus, arrival costs paid

are not necessarily highest for earliest arriving individuals, but for those who have

the most to lose if they drop a few steps in the arrival order.

5. Competition for high quality territories can also lead to partial migration, in

which case birds in good condition are expected to be most likely to remain resi-

dent.

Key-words: ¯oating, partial migration, protandry, seasonal optimization, territory

acquisition.
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Introduction

In migratory birds, individuals of higher phenotypic

quality are commonly observed to arrive and mate

®rst (Flood 1984; Francis & Cooke 1986; Hill 1988;

Mùller 1990, 1994a,b; Enstrom 1992; Lundberg &

Alatalo 1992; Lozano, Perreault & Lemon 1996).

This phenomenon is commonly explained by the

reasoning that early birds gain best territories, but

only birds in good condition will be able to survive

the costs associated with early arrival. However, it

has never been put into the form of a rigorous

model: although Mùller (1994a) cites Parker &

Courtney (1983) in this sense, their model does not

refer to a hierarchy of individual qualities but to a

hierarchy of resources (food as a resource for

females; females as a mating resource for males).

Models of protandry exist, deriving evolutionarily

stable arrival or emergence date distributions, but

these assume equal condition and equal ®tness for

all individuals (e.g. Wiklund & FagerstroÈ m 1977;
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Bulmer 1983a,b; Iwasa et al. 1983; Parker &

Courtney 1983; Iwasa & Haccou 1994).

In contrast to the assumptions of protandry mod-

els, there seem to be real ®tness advantages to ear-

lier-arriving or -emerging males. This has been

found in insects (Wang, Green®eld & Shelly 1990),

for which protandry models have mainly been devel-

oped, as well as in birds. In birds, evidence that ear-

lier-breeding birds achieve higher reproductive

success is overwhelming (e.g. Daan, Dijkstra &

Tinbergen 1990; Verhulst & Tinbergen 1991;

Wiggins, PaÈ rt & Gustafsson 1994; Lozano et al.

1996; Hasselquist 1998; Verboven & Visser 1998).

Because breeding dates are nevertheless not found

to evolve towards ever-earlier dates (except at extra-

ordinary events such as climate changes, Crick et al.

1997), this points to a role of environmentally deter-

mined variance in the condition of birds (Price,

Kirkpatrick & Arnold 1988; see also Marra,

Hobson & Holmes 1998).

This paper presents a game-theoretic model of

evolutionarily stable, condition-dependent arrival

dates in territorial birds. The bene®t of early arrival

is expressed as a priority to a resource such as a

superior territory; whether or not this goal is

achieved obviously depends on the arrival dates of

competitors. The cost, determined by the seasonal

environment, is independent of the arrival decisions

of others. Results are ®rst developed for a two-

player game, which is then extended to an arbitrarily

large population. Two di�erent enhancements are

also presented, adding di�erent aspects of reality to

the model: limited sampling of territories and mor-

tality during spring.

The priority game

Consider two migratory birds competing for two

territories. Both the territories and the birds di�er in

their qualities. Territory values are de®ned through

a ®tness bene®t B1 or B2 gained when settling on

them, and bird quality (used synonymously to con-

dition) is de®ned as the ability to experience low

costs by arriving at an early time point t. (For con-

sistency, `value' refers to the property of the terri-

tory, and `quality' to the property of the bird.)

Costs of early arrival decrease with time, but

because of individual quality di�erences, these costs

are greater for the low-quality individual at any

time, e2(t)> e1(t). Delaying arrival for too long is

also considered suboptimal (e.g. because of the ben-

e®ts of early-emerging o�spring, Rowe, Ludwig &

Schluter 1994; Daan & Tinbergen 1997; Svensson

1997), and this brings about a delay cost di(t). The

shape of di(t) and its relationship to individual con-

dition is irrelevant, as long as it brings about a

unique minimum for the total cost

Ci(t)= ei(t)+ di(t). This minimum re¯ects the indi-

vidually optimal timing of the onset of breeding

(Daan & Tinbergen 1997). By de®nition, the cost

Ci(t) is larger for the inferior individual whenever

tR t1*, the point of smallest costs for the superior

individual. One may set Ci(ti*)=0, i.e. de®ne the

cost of any arrival time as the di�erence to the indi-

vidual minimum cost (Fig. 1).

It is assumed throughout that territory ownership

is determined by priority order. If territory values

do not di�er (B1=B2), both birds should arrive at

their respective ti*, i.e. the individual cost-minimiz-

ing optima. When B1>B2, however, both would

bene®t from being the ®rst one to arrive. There are

now two possible equilibria:

1. If the di�erence in territory value is smaller

than the cost of bird 2 arriving at the optimum of

bird 1, i.e. B1 ±B2RC2(t1*), bird 2 has no incentive

to try to be ®rst. Hence both birds will arrive at

their respective optima t1* and t2*.

2. If the bene®t for bird 2 of obtaining B1 is high

enough, B1 ±B2>C2(t1*), the new arrival time Ti

will deviate from the cost-minimizing ti* for the

superior bird 1. The inferior bird now has an incen-

tive to move from T= t2* to T= t1*±E, i.e. slightly
outcompete bird 1. To prevent this, the superior

bird has to arrive early enough to render competi-

Fig. 1. The arrival game for two birds and two territories.

The di�erence in territory value gives the additional payo�

B1 ±B2 for the ®rst-arriving bird. (a) cost functions di�er

such that the cost-minimizing times t1* and t2* are di�erent

for birds 1 and 2; (b) cost-minimizing time is the same for

both individuals. In both cases, the high-quality bird 1

pays a smaller cost than bird 2 for arriving at any time

t< t1*. Because B1 ±B2 is larger than C2(t1*), bird 2 could

a�ord to arrive before bird 1, unless bird 1 counteracts by

arriving even earlier. To prevent the incentive of bird 2 to

try to acquire the best territory B1, bird 1 has to arrive at

TS, where C2(TS)=B1 ±B2. Bird 2 will then simply mini-

mize its costs and arrive at t2*.
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tion not bene®cial for the second one, i.e. to the

point TS where C2(TS)=B1 ±B2. The subscript `S'

refers to a Stackelberg equilibrium. Stackelberg

games (e.g. Rasmusen 1990, p. 79; Osborne &

Rubinstein 1994, pp. 97±98) describe situations

where `leaders' choose their actions in order to

manipulate the responses of `followers' to suit the

taste of the `leader'. Here, bird 1, the leader, adjusts

its behaviour to make bird 2 (the follower) respond

in the best possible way (in the interest of bird 1),

i.e. not to try to obtain the best territory. For it to

be worthwhile for bird 1 to make this move, its

costs C1(TS) must remain below the bene®ts B1 ±B2;

but this is always true because C1(TS)<

C2(TS)=B1 ±B2. A similar check guarantees that it

does not pay for the inferior bird 2 to become the

leader of the Stackelberg game.

Hence there are two possible equilibria: if B1 ±

B2RC2(t1*), both individuals will stay at T1*= t1*

and T2*= t2*, but if the di�erence in territory

values is su�ciently large, B1 ±B2>C2(t1*), the ®rst

bird will arrive at the Stackelberg date T1*=TS

and pay an extra earliness cost C1(TS). The second

bird then does best by not attempting to obtain the

best territory, and will arrive at T2*= t2*. In both

cases the early bird is of higher quality.

CASCADING COMPETITION FOR EARLY

ARRIVAL

When there are more than two competing birds, all

but one individual may have to pay a cost of compe-

tition for earliness. Consider a case with three terri-

tories, B1, B2 and B3, and three birds (Fig. 2a). If

bird 1 and 2 were the only competitors, bird 1

would move to point TS, and bird 2 would remain

at t2* (the two-bird game described above).

However, if C3(t2*)<B2 ±B3, bird 2 is forced to

counteract the threat of bird 3 occupying territory

B2. Bird 2 will move to TS2 which satis®es

C3(TS2)=B2 ±B3. At this point, bird 2 may already

have moved to a position which is earlier than t1* or

even the two-bird Stackelberg arrival date TS for

bird 1 (Fig. 2a). Hence, the arrival of bird 2 now

threatens the priority of bird 1. As a consequence,

bird 1 has to arrive earlier than TS2 to counteract

it: the new arrival time for bird 1 is TS1 which

satis®es C2(TS1) ±C2(TS2)=B1 ±B2 () C2(TS1)=

B1 ±B2+C2(TS2). This is a larger requirement

compared to the original prevention measure,

C2(TS)=B1 ±B2. The result is a cascading contest

for priority, which leads to both better birds arriving

much earlier (TS1 and TS2) than they would have

done if competing only against each other (TS and

t2*) (Fig. 2a).

The `honest' arrival order of the cascade, where

high quality birds arrive before lower quality indivi-

duals, only holds true if the marginal costs of mov-

ing to an earlier time point are always higher for

low quality individuals (as in Figs 1a,b and 2a). If

the superiority of an individual is instead established

as a more rapid decrease from an initially equally

high cost (as in Fig. 2b), it will not always pay for

the superior bird 1 to block bird 2 from acquiring

territory B1. Instead, if bird 3 forces bird 2 to point

TS2 where marginal costs are higher for bird 1, bird

2 can now a�ord to move further left on the time-

scale until (at point TS1 in Fig. 2b) it prevents its

superior competitor from obtaining the best terri-

tory! Although bird 1 loses the competition for terri-

tory B1, it cannot use its cost-free optimum t1*

either and rely on obtaining at least B2, as it would

then be threatened by bird 3, as bird 2 was before.

The conclusion is then to use T1*=TS2, T2*=TS1.

Fig. 2. The cascading competition for early arrival with

three birds and three territories. TS marks the optimum

arrival of bird 1 if it competed with bird 2 only. To give a

clear example, it is assumed that the third territory is of

clearly lower value than the two others: B2 ±B3>>B1 ±B2.

(a) Because of the existence of bird 3, bird 2 will move

from t2* to TS2, to prevent falling to B3. But this requires

arriving early enough to ensure that bird 2 would arrive

earlier than bird 1. Bird 1 has to secure B1 by moving even

further to TS1. Hence at the three-bird equilibrium, birds

arrive at TS1, TS2 and t3*. The two better birds both arrive

much earlier than if they had been competing with each

other only, in which case their arrival times would have

been TS and t2*. Also, bird 2 pays at equilibrium a larger

cost than either bird 1 or bird 3: C2(TS2)>C1(TS1)>

C3(t3*). (b) If the cascade leads to a point where marginal

costs of advancing arrival are greater for a lower-quality

bird (here, bird 2 at TS2), it does not pay for the superior

bird to prevent bird 2 taking over the territory B1, because

its own costs of doing so would exceed those of bird 2.

Instead, bird 2 seeks the point where it pays for bird 1 to

stay behind: C1(TS1) ±C1(TS2)=B1 ±B2. The resulting `dis-

honest' arrival order is bird 2 at TS1, bird 1 at TS2, and

bird 3 at t3*. Without bird 3, the order would have been

honest, bird 1 at TS and bird 2 at t2*.
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Bird 2, although obtaining the best territory,

would still have lower total ®tness than the highest

quality bird 1 because it pays a much higher total

cost for its `dishonest' earliness. In an evolutionarily

stable arrival order, a superior bird should always

win in terms of total payo�. Otherwise, it would pay

for it to switch to the strategy of the inferior winner,

where it would gain the same bene®ts but have

lower costs than the weaker competitor, i.e. have

higher total ®tness. This logic of dominance applies

to all cases of condition-dependent allocation strate-

gies (Kokko 1997, 1998 discusses dominance in the

context of trade-o�s between sexual advertisement

and survival).

The game can be extended to an arbitrarily large

number of birds and territories, by working back-

wards from t � maxi ti
�. At each territory position j

and at time t, the maximum time Dt that an indivi-

dual i is willing to advance its arrival is obtained by

balancing the advantage that the next-best territory

gives with the cost: Ci(t ±Dt) ±Ci(t)=Bj+1 ±Bj. The

bird with the smallest Dt (i.e. the one with highest

marginal cost) will accept B( j) at time t, while

others advance their arrival to t ±Dt. Arrival time

distributions can then be generated for any distribu-

tion of territory values and cost functions (Figs 3,4).

Large gaps in the territory value distribution

bring about intense competition for all territories

exceeding the gap (as exempli®ed in the large di�er-

ence between B2 and B3 in Fig. 2). A very prominent

gap is established if the number of birds exceeds the

number of suitable territories. In the model, this can

be handled by setting the gain Bi to zero for birds

who fail to obtain a breeding territory. When 30

new competitors are added to a population of 100

breeders and 100 territories, the arrival time distri-

bution shifts towards much earlier dates (Fig. 3).

The risk of remaining a ¯oater intensi®es competi-

tion among the breeding population, although ¯oa-

ters who know their relative quality will not arrive

earlier than ti* (if they arrive at all; another possibi-

lity for nonbreeding migratory birds is to spend

Fig. 3. The priority game for 100 territories with value distribution 0N(10,1). Birds have qualities described by a parameter

ai0N(±0´5, 0´052), which determines the cost of early arrival: Ci(t)= exp(ait) ± 1 for t<0 (it is assumed that the cost

increases thereafter). The cost-minimizing arrival time is ti*=0 for all ai. Large negative values of a imply a high cost of

advancing the arrival date to t<0. The panels show: (1) the equilibrium frequency distribution of arrival times, based on

the priority game with cascading threats; (2) individual arrival times for birds of di�erent qualities ai; (3) individual costs

paid at equilibrium; and (4) the individual gain (., bene®t from the territory obtained; �, net bene®t including arrival cost).

(a) 100 birds compete for the 100 territories, and all birds arrive between t=±4 and t=0. (b) 130 birds compete for 100

territories, and the whole breeding population arrives before t=±4. The net ®tness of breeding individuals shows much

higher variation if there are ¯oaters than if not: net gain range is approximately 8±10 in (a), but 0±5 in (b).
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their summer in the overwintering areas, Alerstam

1990). Moreover, because of a large gap between the

¯oater and territorial payo�, compared to value dif-

ferences between breeding territories, the whole

breeding population will arrive almost synchro-

nously (Fig. 3b).

Both with and without ¯oaters, breeding indivi-

duals in worst condition will end up in lowest qual-

ity territories, but if ¯oaters force them to occupy

these sites almost as early as the prime sites, they

also pay the highest costs of arrival. Hence, the net

®tness of breeding individuals shows much higher

variation if there are ¯oaters than if there are none

(compare the net gain range, approximately 8±10 in

Fig. 3a, to the range of 0±5 in Fig. 3b).

Introducing a cost function which allows for `dis-

honest' arrival orders does not necessarily alter the

order too much (Fig. 4). Arrival time may still be

related to condition as competition does not neces-

sarily reach levels where order reversals occur

(Fig. 4a). Intensifying competition by adding ¯oaters

can generate examples where arrival order does not

strictly correspond to the condition order (Fig. 4b),

but dishonesty remains slight as the competition

leads to almost synchronous arrival of breeders.

Extensions of the priority game

The priority game as described above is simple,

deterministic and somewhat abstract. This section

investigates two extensions which add realism to the

model. First, the assumption is relaxed that each

arriving bird has perfect knowledge of the values of

all available territories. The second enhancement

rede®nes the arrival cost to assume the form of early

spring mortality at the time of arrival; here, terri-

tories of dead birds are vacated for the later arrivals

to use.

Fig. 4. The priority game as in Fig. 3, but with a cost function as in Fig. 2(b), which may give larger marginal costs for

higher quality individuals. The quality parameter ai determines the cost function such that large negative ai values imply

slow decreases in the cost: Ci(t)=exp[±(t+10)/2]+exp{±[(t+10)/4]ai} for ±10< t<0. As in the example of Fig. 3, it is

assumed that the cost increases after the minimum point t*=0. The ¯oater-free case (a) predicts an honest arrival order, as

arrival is not early enough to give rapid increases in the marginal costs of highest quality individuals. However, when 30

¯oaters are introduced to compete for the 100 territories (b), arrival time shifts to a point where some lower quality indivi-

duals arrive before their superior competitors, and arrival order has a nonlinear relationship to individual condition (b2).

However, net gain is still highest for best competitors (b4) (., bene®t from the territory obtained; �, net bene®t including
arrival cost).
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EMPTY TERRITORIES AND SAMPLING

CONSTRAINTS

The previous sections assume that arriving birds

have perfect knowledge of the values of di�erent ter-

ritories and can sample all relevant sites to ®nd the

best one. If sampling of territories is limited, later-

arriving birds may obtain a better territory by

chance, if it has remained unnoticed by the earlier

birds. This will reduce the bene®ts of early arrival

compared to the `perfect knowledge' model.

Consider again the simplest case of two birds

arriving at two territories, B1 and B2, but replace B2

by two separate territories B21 and B22, which have

the average quality B2 [i.e. (B21+B22)/2=B2].

Furthermore, assume that each bird can sample two

territories before deciding where to settle; if one of

these is already occupied there is no choice but to

settle on the free one. Instead of the earlier-arriving

bird always obtaining B1 and the second one obtain-

ing B2, there are now several possibilities of occupa-

tion patterns for the ®rst- and second-arriving birds:

B1 B21 B22 Probability

1 2 ÿ 2
3 :

2
3

1 ÿ 2 2
3 :

1
3

2 1 ÿ 1
3 :

2
3

2 ÿ 1 0

ÿ 1 2 1
3 :

1
3

ÿ 2 1 0

The ®rst row arises from recognizing that the

probability of the ®rst-arriving bird ®nds territory

B1 is 2/3, after which there is a 2/3 probability that

the samples of the second bird contain the next best

option, B21. Other rows are similarly derived.

The expected bene®ts are

6

9
B1 � 2

9
B21 � 1

9
B22

and

2

9
B1 � 4

9
B21 � 3

9
B22

for the ®rst and second bird, respectively. The bene-

®t obtained by being ®rst is therefore

4

9

�
B1 ÿ B21 � B22

2

�
� 4

9
�B1 ÿ B2�:

The analysis of the game is equivalent to the origi-

nal priority game, but the bene®t obtained by arriv-

ing earlier than a competitor is decreased from B1 ±

B2 to 4/9 (B1 ±B2). Hence the likelihood that the

Stackelberg date TS is reached is diminished [as it

requires smaller costs C2(t)], and the time di�erence

TS required to keep the second bird behind is smal-

ler. Similar arguments should apply for larger popu-

lations as well. Arriving later than another

individual always means a reduced expectation of

the territory value, but if the number of potential

territories is large compared to the number of birds

and their sampling capacity, the expected reduction

is small and may become negligible if birds rarely

meet to compete for the same territories. As compe-

tition weakens and vanishes, TS approaches t*.

In reality, however, useful habitats are predicted

to become saturated, to the extent that in areas of

su�ciently high reproductive output the majority of

a population is predicted to exist in a ¯oater status

(Kokko & Sutherland 1998). Because this predicts

considerable failure prospects for obtaining a suita-

ble territory, competition for earliness is likely to be

abundant, with the majority of individuals in any

migratory population paying its costs. Also, if arriv-

ing birds compete locally for a limited number of

territories, of which they can sample a large frac-

tion, the e�ects of stochasticity remain limited.

REOCCUPATION OF TERRITORIES AFTER

DEATH OF THE OWNER

Another complication of the priority game is that the

cost of early arrival may be more than an abstract

reduction in ®tness. As it is likely to be a risk of

death (Mùller 1994b), it may have the side-e�ect of

rendering vacant the territory that others are inter-

ested in. To investigate this alternative, the priority

game is reformulated in terms of explicit survival

probabilities. It is assumed that there is an optimum

arrival time ti* for each bird which produces maxi-

mum survival, si(ti*). The bene®t of an early-arriving

bird is now scaled by the probability that the bird

survives to gain the bene®t. The gain of bird 1 arriv-

ing ®rst is therefore s1(t) B1; if bird 2 arrives ®rst, the

bene®t is s2(t) B1. For shorthand notation the scaling

B2=1 and B1= b>1 will be used.

If the ®rst bird died at the time of its arrival, the

second is assumed to take over its territory. The sec-

ond bird also gains any bene®t only if he survives

his arrival. The expected gain for bird 1 or 2 that

comes second is therefore s1(t) {[1 ± s2(t)]b+ s2(t)} or

s2(t) {[1 ± s1(t)]b+ s1(t)}, respectively.

There is no simple graphical solution available as

in the previous versions of the game, but calcula-

tions are performed likewise. I present solutions for

the simple case where t1*= t2*; other cases are simi-

larly derived. When t1*= t2*= t*, both birds would

bene®t from arriving slightly earlier than the other.

For bird 1 to deter bird 2 it has to choose an arrival

time TS1 where:

s2(TS1) b= s2(t*){[1 ± s1(TS1)] b+ s1(TS1)}

() s2�t�� ÿ s2�TS1�
s2�t�� � s1�TS1� bÿ 1

b
eqn 1

The lefthand side of this equation decreases from

1 [when su�ciently long timespans t<0 are consid-

Q31

Q32
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ered to give s2(t)4 0), to value 0 when t= t*. The

righthand side increases from 0 to s1(t*)(b ± 1)/b>0

when t= t*. Hence there is a unique date TS1 which

will su�ce to deter bird 2. It moves towards earlier

dates when the di�erence in territory qualities b is

increased.

However, by a similar argument, one can show

that there also exists a point TS2 which would deter

bird 1, if used by bird 2. Reversing the role of birds

in equation 1 gives the condition for TS2:

s1�t�� ÿ s1�TS2�
s1�t�� � s2�TS2� bÿ 1

b
eqn 2

The point TS2 may be earlier or later than TS1

(Figs 5, 6). A mere de®nition of smaller survival in

the inferior individual therefore does not determine

the arrival order; one has to ®nd out which bird will

be more easily deterred. It is easy to show that this

is determined by the order of the solutions TS1 and

TS2: the later solution will always be in use. Bird 1

will use TS1 if it gains a net bene®t by doing so, i.e.

if it does better by choosing TS1 than arriving later

than bird 2:

s1(TS1) b> s1(t*) [1 ± s2(TS2) b+ s2(TS2)]

() s1�t�� ÿ s1�TS1�
s1�t�� < s1�TS1� bÿ 1

b
eqn 3a

Likewise, bird 2 will use TS2 only if:

s2(TS2) b> s2(t*) [1 ± s1(TS1) b+ s1(TS1)]

() s2�t�� ÿ s2�TS2�
s2�t�� < s2�TS1� bÿ 1

b
eqn 3b

The righthand sides of inequalities (eqn 3a±b) can

be replaced by the equation de®ning TS1 and TS2

(eqns 1±2), which gives the criteria:

TS1 in use if

s1�t�� ÿ s1�TS1�
s1�t�� <

s1�t�� ÿ s1�TS2�
s1�t�� () TS1 > TS2

[because s1(t*)>0],

TS2 in use if

s2�t�� ÿ s2�TS2�
s2�t�� <

s2�t�� ÿ s2�TS1�
s2�t�� () TS1 < TS2

[because s2(t*)>0].

Hence, the later solution is always in use, and the

possibility for `dishonest' arrival orders remains, if

TS2>TS1 (Figs 5, 6). Arrival order can be honest

only if the inequality:

s2�t�� ÿ s2�TS2�
s2�t�� >

s1�t�� ÿ s1�TS1�
s1�t�� eqn 4

applies, i.e. if the inferior bird loses a larger fraction

of its survival if it advances arrival from t* to TS2,

Fig. 5. Solutions of the two-bird game with spring mortality. The upper row gives the assumed survival functions according

to arrival time, and the lower row depicts the solution of equations 1 and 2. The Stackelberg arrival time TS1 for bird 1 is

found where the lefthand side LHS1= [s2(t*) ± s2(t)]/s2(t*) equals the righthand side RHS1= s1(t) (b ± 1)/b of equation 1;

similarly for TS2. Only the later Stackelberg arrival time will be in use. (a) Survival of bird 2 is smaller than that of bird 1,

leading to RHS2<RHS1. It has the same shape, however, so that the proportional costs described by LHS1 and LHS2 are

equal. This causes TS2 to be the later Stackelberg arrival time. (b) Survival functions di�er in shape, in that bird 1 initially

loses less of its survival when advancing arrival from t*=0. Therefore, LHS2<LHS1, which restores the honesty of the

arrival orders: TS1 being later than TS2 will be the one in use, and bird 2 will arrive at t*=0.
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than the superior bird by advancing from t* to TS1

(Fig. 5). This is the di�erential cost criterion applied

to the priority game with mortality, and it is neces-

sary but not su�cient to ensure honest arrival

order. Even if the inferior bird loses survival faster,

its TS2 can remain larger than TS1 if its survival is

low anyway (Figs 5b, 6b). A very low-quality bird

may adopt a high-risk strategy with small success

chances, but large potential payo�s (see Kokko

1997 for similar strategies in sexual signalling).

Hence, arrival order is predicted to be honest if

the superior bird su�ers a smaller relative change in

its survival when it advances its arrival date, and if

birds do not di�er very much in their overall survi-

val prospects (scaled by the relative di�erence in ter-

ritory values). If this holds true, the prediction of

the priority game remains robust even if deaths of

early-arriving birds are allowed for: birds that su�er

relatively more from advancing their arrival date

should arrive at their cost-minimizing optima, and

their superior competitors should arrive su�ciently

early to ensure their priority.

Discussion

The priority game predicts considerable advancing

of arrival dates in migratory populations, whenever

individuals have to take into account competition

for prime breeding sites (or other priority-dependent

advantages of early arrival), in addition to the sea-

sonal e�ects that determine optimal onset of breed-

ing activities. The model also predicts state-

dependence of arrival times: individuals that su�er

more from advancing their arrival date from their

cost-minimizing optimum should do so to a lesser

degree.

The ®nding that arrival orders will be condition

dependent if costs of advancing arrival are higher

for individuals in lower condition is hardly surpris-

ing, given the intuitive appeal of this reasoning (e.g.

Mùller 1994a,b). Early individuals often have telltale

signs of their superiority such as stronger sexual sig-

nalling: early males sing more in willow warblers

[Phylloscopus trochilus (L.)] (Arvidsson & Neergaard

1991; NystroÈ m 1997), blackcaps [Sylvia atricapilla

(L.)] (Hoi-Leitner, Nechtelberger & Dittami 1993)

and pied ¯ycatchers [Ficedula hypoleuca (Pall.)]

(Lampe & Espmark 1994); early pied ¯ycatchers are

also brightest in colour (Slagsvold & Lifjeld 1988).

Old males also often arrive before second-year birds

(Hill 1989; Woodrey & Chandler 1997; Hasselquist

1998; Hockey, Turpie & VelaÂ squez 1998). Mùller

(1994b) provides direct evidence that male barn

swallows [Hirundo rustica (L.)] of high quality have

a lower mortality cost of early arrival, and that the

variance in arrival date increases under poor envir-

onmental conditions, when the costs of early arrival

are high. In this species, a measure of condition

(haematocrit) is related to both arrival date and sex-

ual display (Saino et al. 1997a,b).

However, the mere `costliness' itself turns out not

to su�ce to bring about honest condition-depen-

dence in the arrival order. Rather, marginal costs of

advancing the date further always have to be higher

for low-quality birds to ensure the honest ordering

of individuals. This corresponds to the requirement

of di�erential costs for individuals of di�erent quali-

ties in the context of handicap signalling (Grafen

1990). In the current context, arrival order reversals

are possible if cost shapes resemble Fig. 2(b), where

di�erences in costs experienced by high and low

Fig. 6. Three possible con®gurations of the Stackelberg

arrival dates TS1 and TS2 in the two-bird game with vacat-

ing territories. LHS and RHS curves show solutions to

equations 1 and 2 as in Fig. 5. (a) If the di�erential cost cri-

terion applies (LHS2<LHS1), arrival order can be honest:

TS1>TS2 makes bird 1 use its Stackelberg date, and bird 2

moves to the cost-minimizing t*. This requires that the sur-

vival di�erence is not large, indicated by RHS1 and RHS2
being near each other. (b) The di�erential cost criterion

does not su�ce to make TS1 appear later than TS2, if the

di�erence in survival is too large, indicated by a large gap

between RHS1 and RHS2. (c) If the di�erential cost criter-

ion is not ful®lled, i.e. if LHS2rLHS1, arrival order will

be always dishonest: TS2 is now bound to be later than TS1

because RHS2<RHS1 by de®nition. This makes bird 2

use its Stackelberg arrival time TS2 and bird 1 arrive late at

the cost-minimizing t*.
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quality males disappear at very early arrival.

Further, the criterion of di�erential costs is a neces-

sary but insu�cient condition for honest ordering, if

a too early arrival can lead to the death of a terri-

tory owner, which leaves the territory vacant for his

subsequent rivals.

Best individuals should always end up having

highest ®tness, but the composition of this into costs

paid and gains obtained may vary. High quality

birds pay highest costs if arrival times are widely

spaced. However, competition will intensify if there

are large `gaps' in the distribution of territory

values, which happens especially if the habitat satu-

rates such that an individual arriving too late cannot

breed at all. Cascading competition will then lead to

almost synchronous arrival, and individuals of low

condition will su�er the highest costs of arriving as

early as they can possibly a�ord to.

A central feature of the model is that almost all

individuals will pay higher costs because of the addi-

tion of new competitors. Migratory populations liv-

ing in saturated habitats should therefore advance

their arrival more, and pay larger costs for doing so,

than those in which individuals do not face a risk of

remaining a ¯oater. There are also interesting impli-

cations considering yearly ¯uctuations in the envir-

onment or population size and individually optimal

strategies. An obvious prediction is that individuals

should arrive later if the cost of achieving a speci®c

arrival date is increased. Adverse weather indeed

delays migration, to the extent that birds may turn

back on their route when encountering bad enough

conditions (Richardson 1978). A perhaps less

obvious prediction is that arrivals should become

earlier and more synchronized in years of high

population density, if the number of potential terri-

tories remains constant. Whether or not this is pos-

sible depends on whether birds have knowledge of

the population size at the end of the winter or dur-

ing spring migration. Achieving this may be di�cult

especially in long-distance migrants, as the knowl-

edge should concern the local density in the area

where the individual is going to settle.

To obtain a good overview of the problem of

migration decisions, one should link the evolutiona-

rily stable arrival dates with considerations of opti-

mal migration scheduling, including possibly state-

dependent choices of wintering areas (Myers 1981),

the optimal use of stopover sites to manage ¯ight

fuelling (Weber, Houston & Ens 1994; Weber &

Houston 1997; Weber, Ens & Houston 1998), and

optimal responses to stochastic events such as vary-

ing weather (Williams & Nichols 1984). It is often

found that old males precede young males and

females already on stopover sites (Francis & Cooke

1986), which suggests that they depart earlier

(Nisbet & Wedway 1972) and/or winter nearer the

breeding grounds (Myers 1981); late individuals may

also compensate by migrating faster (Fransson

1995). For the current purpose, the outcome of deci-

sions made during migration can be summarized

into the form of a condition-dependent trade-o�

between arrival date and cost paid to achieve that

date. Interestingly, willow warbler males do not

deplete all their body fat storage to arrive at their

breeding sites as early as possible (Fransson &

Jakobsson 1998), and redpolls [Carduelis ¯ammea

(L.)] show a similar pattern (Romero et al. 1997).

These ®ndings suggest that birds need to balance

their body condition at arrival to aid subsequent

breeding activities, and hence provide a further

example that birds need to take various costs of

advancing arrival dates into account to avoid paying

too high costs in the priority game.

The timespan of the model can be extended back-

wards to cover the whole wintering season, which

has implications for the evolution of partial migra-

tion. If costs of advancing arrival into the wintering

season remain limited enough for birds of highest

quality, it may pay for them to remain resident

throughout the winter. This predicts that partial

migration can result from competition for high qual-

ity territories, and that birds of high quality should

be more prone to use the nonmigratory strategy,

especially so if the autumn population density is

high. A complete analysis of this problem would

require taking into account the density-dependent

e�ects of resident numbers on overwintering survi-

val, as these can also explain the coexistence of

migratory and nonmigratory strategies (Kaitala,

Kaitala & Lundberg 1993).

This paper considers two additions (e�ects of lim-

ited sampling and deaths of territorials) to the sim-

ple game, ®nding that predictions are generally

robust. At least two further complications exist.

First, arrival orders may become more complicated

if territory ownership is not simply settled by prior-

ity, but if later-arriving individuals can challenge

territorial birds (Broom, Cannings & Vickers 1996,

1997). Whether or not this will disturb the original

arrival order will depend on the probabilities of suc-

cess for the challenger. Broom et al. (1996, 1997)

show that the evolutionarily stable order of territory

acquisition in n identical birds can become very

complicated, but their model nevertheless predicts

ordered arrival with little con¯ict if the success

probability of a territorial challenge is low. Many

studies suggest strong bene®ts of prior ownership

(Krebs 1982; Rohwer 1982; Jakobsson 1988;

Bortolotti & Iko 1992; Tobias 1997). In the view of

the present model, birds of highest condition arrive

®rst or almost ®rst under very general conditions,

and it is then unlikely that late, low quality newco-

mers can take over their territories (see also

NystroÈ m 1997). Challenges might be more likely to

be successful in scenarios where the condition-
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dependent arrival order includes order reversals, but

the prospect of losing a territory might then be su�-

cient to deter a low-quality individual from `dishon-

estly' early arrival, which would again restore

honest arrival orders.

A second but less severe restriction of the priority

game is that the bene®t of early arrival is de®ned as

an increase in the value of the territory obtained.

Other bene®ts are possible: early arrival may

enhance breeding success as it shortens the time

needed to acquire a mate and start breeding (Mùller

1994a,b; Rowe et al. 1994) or increases the quality

of the mate obtained (Darwin 1871, pp. 261±262;

Alatalo, Lundberg & StaÊ hlbrand 1984; Arvidsson &

Neergaard 1991; Lozano et al. 1996); in these cases,

enhanced success is often primarily based on terri-

tory quality (e.g. Alatalo, Lundberg & Glynn 1986;

Hasselquist 1998). Earliness may also increase a

male's extra-pair success (Langefors, Hasselquist &

von Schantz 1998) or his chances of becoming poly-

gynous (Hasselquist 1998). Whatever the form of

the advantage, the bene®t of early arrival can be

interpreted to be covered by the model formulation

as long as it is dependent on priority: bene®ts Bj

then simply incorporate the advantages of rapid

pairing with high quality mates, in addition to the

direct bene®ts of superior resources. Hence, the

validity of the model is quite general regarding

priority bene®ts. `Cascading' competition should

arise whenever priority brings about bene®ts, and it

therefore applies to sexual selection in monogamous

species even if nonterritorial (Darwin 1871;

Kirkpatrick, Price & Arnold 1990), or to resident

species which establish territories in the spring.
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